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 1401 ماهتیر EPTآزمون  بخش اول گرامر سؤالات 

26. The gravitational attraction on the Moon is much less than ………. 

1) on Earth here  2) here Earth  3) is here on Earth 4) it is here on Earth 

27. In the 1930’s, Miss Pearl ………. real name was Sarah Cannon; created her classic work. 

1) whose   2) which  3) of whom  4) that her 

28. They still could have won the game, ……….? 

1) couldn't have they 2) haven't they  3) couldn't they 4) couldn't they have 

29. Their team hadn't lost a game the entire season; ………. , we heat them by 47 points last night. 

1) nevertheless   2) provided that  3) consequently  4) moreover 

30. He ………. for nearly three years when his father got the job that took them to Hawaii. 

1) has been surfing  2) would surf   3) was surfing  4) had been surfing 

31. ………. your writing, you must consider your purpose and audience. 

1) You have improved 2) Improve  3) To improve  4) Improving 

32. Some of the vans ………. by the fire were owned by customers who had taken them in for service. 

1) destroyed   2) destroying  3) that destroyed 4) were destroyed 

33. With age, hone density tends to decline ………. 

1) as muscle means tends   2) as does muscle mass 

3) so tends muscle mass   4) but muscle mass does 

34. He claimed to ………. his own investigators to Hawaii last week. 

1) sending  2) have sending  3) be sent  4) have sent 

35. ………. any stronger, Earth could have ended up like Venus. 

1) Being the solar radiation   2) Having the solar radiation  

3) Had the solar radiation been   4) The solar radiation to be 

36. She has two kittens; one is black and ………. is all white. 

1) the other   2) another  3) other  4) the others 

37. All these passports ………. to their owners last week. 

1) should be returned    2) should have been returned 

3) should have been returning   4) should have returned 

38. Each semester, we had the students ………. a research paper on an emerging technology. 

1) write    2) wrote  3) to write  4) to have written 

39. The agency, ………. two weeks ago, suspended operations at a private laboratory in London. 

1) which it was formed 2) that forming 3) which was formed  4) it was formed 

40. I've never seen anyone work ………. Debbie does. 

1) the same tireless as     2) the same tirelessly as 

3) a tireless as      4) as tirelessly as 
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41. I was wondering ………. you and Edward would like to join me. 

1) that   2) if   3) about   4) since 

42. I have applied for the position of transport manager ………. 

1) my friend hasn't either   2) but my friend has 

3) and so did my friend    4) and my friend has too 

43. Mary now wishes she ………. her child with her when she left for work that morning. 

1) had taken  2) took   3) could take  4) has taken 

44. The police persuaded the family ………. with an artist who spoke their language. 

1) for working   2) that work   3) to work  4) work 

45. You can make your nails grow faster and ………. stronger in just a few weeks. 

1) consideration  2) consider   3) considerable  4) considerably 

46. We were offered two ………. from Chicago to Orlando in mid-January. 

1) airlines tickets  2) airline ticket  3) airline tickets  4) airlines ticket 

47. Windows 10 is certainly ………. of the two operating systems. 

1) more flexible  2) the most flexible 3) most flexible 4) the more flexible 

48. It gives people like ………. a chance to find out how readers are receiving their work. 

1) them    2) themselves  3) their   4) they 

49. The film covers a period of about one year, beginning ………. the summer of 1944. 

1) in    2) at    3) to   4) on 

50. The scientists ………. more credit than they deserved. 

1) gave   2) were given   3) were giving  4) will give 
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 پاسخنامه کلیدی 

 پاسخ شماره سوال  پاسخ شماره سوال 

26 4 41 2 

27 1 42 4 

28 3 43 1 

29 1 44 3 

30 4 45 4 

31 4 46 3 

32 1 47 2 

33 2 48 1 

34 4 49 1 

35 2 50 2 

36 2   

37 2   

38 1   

39 3   

40 4   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


